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IT’S the friends
you make along
the way that help
you appreciate
the journey
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IT’S TIME...
There’s no better way to top your Euro
trip than cruising the crystal blue Adriatic
along the amazing Dalmatian coastline.
Taking in stunning sunsets, eating
amazingly delicious local food and
making some fun life long friends
along the way.
It’s time to get on-board with
Koda Sail and experience the
adventure that awaits you in
the always beautiful Croatia.

#GETONBOARD
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explore
chill
party

Some things are just more fun when
you’ve got company.
Look, it’s not rocket science, we know
that young travellers want to hang with
people their own age.
For this reason alone, Koda Sail is
specifically aimed at and designed for
young professional travellers aged in
their 20’s and 30’s.
Whether you want to get out and
EXPLORE what Croatia has to offer,
CHILL with a sunset cocktail or
PARTY the night away, there’s always a
great mix of people on board to share
the memories with.
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A day in the life of...

So what does a typical day on the seas with Koda Sail look like?
Awake to a fresh sea breeze as the boat
sets sail for the day at sea. Enjoy your
breakfast served on the upper deck,
where you can share stories and laughs
from the night before.
Freshen up at our first swim stop for the
day with a jump from the boat’s main
deck into the crystal blue Adriatic.
Laze about in the water as you smell
your delicious lunch being prepared by
our very own local chef on board.
Lunch is served as we sail again, getting
closer to our destination for the evening.
Relax after lunch on our sun deck and
take in the picturesque 360 degree
views of the surrounding islands and
Dalmatian coastline.
Another swim stop as we anchor outside
the port and get a glimpse of what is
awaiting us on land.
Vibrant city squares bustling with
festivities, food markets offering the
best local specialties, old city forts
with amazing views to explore and

colourful cocktail bars to watch another
breathtaking sunset.
Your energetic Koda Sail rep will prepare
you with an orientation tour of the city
to get you familiar with what’s on offer,
along with where to get the best gelato
or a late night local snack.
Dinner is either prepared on-board for
you, or some nights you will have the
chance to meet the locals and eat with
your Koda Sail team in the old town.
The night is then yours. You can stay out
and explore or get back to the boat and
prepare for the night ahead.
Enjoy cocktails from our on-board bar
before heading out to experience
Croatia’s vibrant nightlife in some of
Europe’s top party hot spots.
If you liked the sound of that, we can do
it all again tomorrow!
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Sailing in Croatia
should be on
e’s
the top of everyon
bucket list
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How do we
shape up?

We use a selection of exclusive
‘A+’ category boats...So What?
• A+ (don’t forget the PLUS!) means
you get to be on board a boat with a
bit more luxury.
Each cabin is specially fitted out with
it’s own private en-suite, so there’s
no sharing between 8 cabins like the
lesser class boats.
All our cabins have Air Condition
INCLUDED in the price...So What?
• When comparing you need to know
that some of the lesser class boats
charge a fee for this luxury once you
are there, in addition to the cost of
your tour.
Sometimes this is an unexpected cost
that you haven’t prepared for. With
Koda Sail there’s no hidden cost here.
Towels for everyone...So What?
• Save that luggage space because
there’s no need to pack that stinky
travel towel for your week with us on
Koda Sail.
Each passenger gets fresh bath towels
provided along with a Beach towel to
use on the sun deck.

We know you have options
and we know you’ve done your
research. So before you make
your final choice, here’s some
things you need to consider.
For some of these things you’re
probs thinking ‘...So What?’,
so we’ve answered exactly that
just for you!

Our Special Captain’s Dinner is
INCLUDED for you...So What?
• We want everyone to experience the
special Captain’s Dinner on board, so
we’ve made sure this is included.
No extra cost for this one, it’s on us!
Your very own Koda Sail Rep is on
board with you...So What?
• Your very own Rep is there on-board,
just for your group. No sharing them
with any other groups sailing alongside
you. They sleep on board and are
there to help whenever you need.
Our local personal chef is on board
as part of the Koda Sail team...So
What?
• Every meal is freshly cooked and
prepared on board by our local
Croatian chef. Authenticity & quality
is what it’s all about as they cater 15
meals throughout the week including
our special Captain’s dinner.
Having our very own personal chef
also means we can cater to special
dietary requirements.
All this plus much more!
Koda Sail // Summer
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meet the
koda crew

Who are the Koda Crew?
Simply put, our crew are the
bestest, friendliest, coolest, funnest,
knowledgable humans around!
What does your Koda Sail rep
actually do?
We know our travellers like to explore,
but sometimes you just want to cheat
and get the heads up from someone
that knows it all. Someone that has
been there and done that. A local.
That someone is your very own Koda
Sail Rep, on board with you all week.

and
love what you do
a
you’ll never work
day in your life
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Pick their brain. Ask life’s toughest
questions. Food recommendations.
Get fashion advice. Acquire new
amazing dance moves. Learn terrible
jokes. Whatever you ask, our Reps
will do their best to give you a smart
intelligent answer...or at least a very
entertaining one!
What’s best about your Rep is that
they’re included in the price.
You get a knowledgeable friend on
board with you the whole trip. They’re
there for you, making sure you get
the best out of your trip and have an
amazing time.

we’re
excited!

Why? Because we know what’s coming
up ahead. Get excited!
MAKARSKA: This town wedged in
between the Biokovo mountain range
and the crystal blue Adriatic along the
Makarska Riviera has a buzz about it
that can’t be explained. Local markets,
fun water sports and a Cave bar. Get
excited!
MLJET: Visit the salt lakes in Mljet National
Park and enjoy the sun, sea and
tranquility of this peaceful island.
Take an easy bike ride around the lakes
before our Captain’s dinner that evening.
Get excited!
HVAR: Hilltop fortress, postcard views,
million dollar yachts in the harbour and
the famous Carpe Diem club set on its
very own island. Get excited!

DUBROVNIK: Whether you’re a Game of
Thrones fan or not, you’re going to love
this city. Explore the Old Town famous
for it’s city walls on your own or join
our guided tour of the city. Afternoon
ciders at the ‘hole in the wall’ bar while
watching the local cliff divers wow you
with their fearless leaps into the Adriatic.
Get excited!
KORCULA: A city filled with legends and
tales of mythical creatures and famous
explorers. Sunset cocktails and dinner
under the stars in the warm evening air
are just a few things to look forward to
here. Get excited!
All this plus much, much, much more...
GET EXCITED!

Koda Sail // Summer
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it’s time to
#GETONBOARD

What’s next?
Like what you see?
Want to get on board with
Koda Sail this Summer?
Simply visit our website
www.kodasail.com
or email us directly at
info@kodasail.com
Lets get that ship sailing!

Sign up to our newsletter on the
website for special offers, travel tips
and some travel inspiration to get that
blood pumping.
You can also follow us on
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube and Pinterest
for daily travel inspiration.
See you soon!
#GETONBOARD

HOW TO BOOK
visit www.kodasail.com
email info@kodasail.com

